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First 77 MAN TGX for METRO LOGISTICS Germany 

TGX impresses with its low fuel consumption in field tests 

 

The logistics service provider METRO will from now on also be using MAN 

vehicles to transport goods to "METRO Cash & Carry" and "REAL" stores. 

MAN received an order for 77 trucks from METRO LOGISTICS Germany 

and is going to deliver 66 MAN TGX 18.400 4x2 BLS tractors and 11 TGX 

26.400 6x2-2 BL with refrigerated bodies.  

In addition to the low consumption that convinced METRO LOGISTICS 

over the course of a four-week field test, the low TCO (Total Cost of Own-

ership) was also an especially significant factor in the awarding of the con-

tract.  

The Euro 6 vehicles are equipped with a safety package comprising an 

emergency braking assistant (EBA), a lane guard system (LGS) and an 

adaptive cruise control (ACC). The MAN Air Pressure Management system 

contributes to fuel savings by reducing the accessory power output of the 

engine. The trucks are fitted with MAN TeleMatics to give a more efficient 

overview of consumption values. 

Drivers’ needs are met by the comprehensive comfort package with the 

MAN TipMatic automatic gearbox, Intarder and air-sprung and air-

conditioned seats with lumbar support. Drivers will also be trained to drive 

economically in an MAN ProfiDrive training course. 

The MAN TGX trucks will support METRO LOGISTICS Germany GmbH at 

all of its various storage locations across Germany. The company fleet cur-

rently encompasses around 150 vehicles. 


